Lets Talk, Really Talk – BKChat LDN, A
Worthy Web Series

Have you not checked out the new web series BKChat London? Time to get
familiar.
BkChat London is a new web-series based in London of millennials, some
married, some not, who have controversial conversations about life,
relationships, and society. The dialogues get pretty headed from this
Nigerian and African descendant group yelling, “Let me finish, Let me finish.”
They just wrapped up their first season on YouTube and are looking forward
to a second after receiving much praise on social media. #BKChatLDN have
Wednesdays going crazy on Twitter.
Founder of the British series, Andy Amadi, revealed to The Fader magazine
that their wasnʼt enough TV to represent black British people. “There is
simply a lack of content created for the U.K.ʼs BAME demographic. There is a
real lack of diversity on TV, and that has helped BKChat spread amongst the
under-served urban community. The cast members represent what people

are going through.”

He launched the show last November, after years of working as a director for
British television channel, BEN TV.
Each week, the group discusses relevant topics to many of Londonʼs youth
including racism, body image and sexual partners. Theyʼve reached over
607,000 views and almost 100,000 subscribers in just a matter of months.
Their provoking talks and highly opinionated castmates, such as model
Lucas Adeyefa, make-up artist Esther Falana, and Gogo (who are my
absolute faves) each given an authentic outlook to the different topics.
Lucas never holds back and heʼs not afraid to state his opinion. Whether you
like it or not, you will listen. He just does not give a damn.
On episode 4 titled, “Donʼt Ask Me How Many People Ive Slept With!,” which

received almost 500,000 views, Lucas made it clear to the woman that
promiscuity is not cute. “If your fanny (sexual parts) does not connect to
your emotions, you are a hoe, thatʼs it.” The girls addressed his comments
about the double standard for men and women to have a limit on how many
sexual partners they have in a lifetime.

Esther is my girl. Sheʼs real and in your face honest. Trust, thereʼs no sugar
coating on this show. She quickly called Lucas on being a liar about dating
women who have had surgery, who may have low self-esteem, “You are a
liar…I donʼt love myself any less than before I had my surgery.”
Gogo is just just the ultimate noblemen. He often plays the peacemaker role,
providing compromises to each topic and seeing the positive in both side.
Ah! Such a gentleman.
Amadi hopes to expand the series with more diverse cast members and
other cultures, coming out with BK Chat Essex (North London) soon.
“London is one of the most diverse cities in the world and itʼs important to
portray a true reflection of that, ”Amadi told The Fader.
Check out BKChat LDN: Episode 1 – “He Broke Up With Me At A Bus Stop!”

here.
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